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super 16 film color is a professional video camera application that allows you to create footage with real-time processing as vintage 16mm and 8mm film cameras do. this
application provides extensive functionality for manual control, which can be useful for videographers and filmmakers. with super 16, you can equally well shoot both

atmospheric home footage (in 16mm or 8mm film style), reflecting your best moments, and professional cinematic scenes, or just take photos with a touch of old. includes
everything in the free version plus the davinci neural engine, dozens of additional resolvefx, temporal and spatial noise reduction, stereoscopic 3d, film grain, optical blur and
mist effects, and more. it also supports 10bit video at up to 120 frames per second and resolutions beyond4k. super 16 film color is a professional video camera application
that allows you to create footage with real-time processing as vintage 16mm and 8mm film cameras do. this application provides extensive functionality for manual control,

which can be useful for videographers and filmmakers. features include: film scanning fully controlled and realistic film scan transition, color correction and grading tools
correct time codes, crop marks, and notes sample up to 100 images at a time support for both ntsc and pal formats various film scanning resolutions from 16mm to 120mm

original film soundtracks overlaid film effects: wipe, snow, fog, density, etc. super 16 is a professional video camera application that allows you to create footage with real-time
processing as vintage 16mm and 8mm film cameras do. this application provides extensive functionality for manual control, which can be useful for videographers and

filmmakers. with super 16, you can equally well shoot both atmospheric home footage (in 16mm or 8mm film style), reflecting your best moments, and professional cinematic
scenes, or just take photos with a touch of old.
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shoot both atmospheric home footage (in 16mm or 8mm film style), reflecting your best moments, and
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